The intrinsically disordered protein tau becomes excessively phosphorylated and aggregates into neurofibrillary tangles in Alzheimer's disease. To obtain insight into the structural consequences of phosphorylation, we characterized a mutant protein of tau in which epitopes recognized by Alzheimer diagnostic antibodies were mimicked by mutation to glutamic acid [AT8 (S199E, S202E, T205E), AT100 (T212E and S214E), and PHF1 (S396E and S404E)]. A large number of distance restraints obtained from NMR paramagnetic relaxation enhancement in combination with ensemble conformer calculations demonstrate that pseudophosphorylation causes an opening of the transient folding of tau. Together with previous studies on the Parkinson-related protein α-synuclein, our data indicate that networks of transient long-range interactions are common properties of intrinsically disordered proteins and that their modulation is important for aggregation.
ABSTRACT: The intrinsically disordered protein tau becomes excessively phosphorylated and aggregates into neurofibrillary tangles in Alzheimer's disease. To obtain insight into the structural consequences of phosphorylation, we characterized a mutant protein of tau in which epitopes recognized by Alzheimer diagnostic antibodies were mimicked by mutation to glutamic acid [AT8 (S199E, S202E, T205E), AT100 (T212E and S214E), and PHF1 (S396E and S404E)]. A large number of distance restraints obtained from NMR paramagnetic relaxation enhancement in combination with ensemble conformer calculations demonstrate that pseudophosphorylation causes an opening of the transient folding of tau. Together with previous studies on the Parkinson-related protein α-synuclein, our data indicate that networks of transient long-range interactions are common properties of intrinsically disordered proteins and that their modulation is important for aggregation.
A ggregation of the microtubule-associated protein tau into neurofibrillary tangles is the pathological hallmark of a variety of dementias.
1,2 For reasons not yet known, tau becomes excessively phosphorylated in Alzheimer's brains and as a result no longer binds properly to microtubules. The unbound tau is free to undergo abnormal aggregation. In vivo, hyperphosphorylation of tau precedes tangle formation. 3 At least 30 phosphorylation sites in tau filaments have been identified. 4 Phosphorylation at serine/proline and threonine/proline motifs in the flanking regions of the repeat domain of tau has only a moderate influence on tauÀmicrotubule interactions but is upregulated in Alzheimer's disease. 5 Tau is a prototypical intrinsically disordered protein that does not assume a rigid tertiary or secondary structure but populates an ensemble of interconverting structures in solution. 6, 7 Because of the inherent flexibility of tau, NMR spectroscopy is the only method that allows a description of its conformations and dynamics with high resolution. 8 We have recently shown that it is possible to obtain the complete backbone resonance assignment of the longest isoform of human tau and demonstrated that 441-residue tau has a distinct domain character with an intricate network of long-range interactions. 7 Here we investigate changes in the local and global structure of 441-residue tau related to phosphorylation in the epitopes recognized by the Alzheimer diagnostic antibodies AT8 (S199E, S202E, T205E), AT100 (T212E and S214E), and PHF1 (S396E and S404E). To avoid the ambiguities of heterogeneous phosphorylation, we cloned "pseudophosphorylation" mutants of tau in which serine and threonine residues were converted into glutamic acid. The same mutant protein was previously shown to aggregate slightly faster in comparison with wild-type (wt) tau. 9 In addition, a different six-site pseudophosphorylation mutant (S199E, S202E, T205E, T231E, S396E, and S404E) had a decreased rate of elongation and a pronounced lag time of aggregation. 10 We determined cross-validated ensembles of wild-type (wt) and pseudophosphorylated tau using a large number of long-range distance restraints. Our data reveal that pseudophosphorylation weakens the transient folding of tau.
To obtain insight into transient long-range interactions in wt and pseudophosphorylated (so-called E-mutant) tau, we used the technique of paramagnetic relaxation enhancement (PRE).
11
Covalent attachment of a spin label to a cysteine induces PRE of the NMR signals of the protein within a distance of ∼25 Å. The relaxation enhancement can then be quantified by comparison of NMR signal intensities in two-dimensional correlation experiments recorded in the paramagnetic (I para ) and diamagnetic (I dia ) states. An I para /I dia intensity ratio of >0.95 indicates a distance exceeding 25 Å. We attached the paramagnetic nitroxide label MTSL to 10 different positions (C15, C72, C125, C178, C239, C256, C322, C352, C384, and C416) uniformly distributed along the primary sequence of wt and E-mutant 441-residue tau (Figures 1 and 2 ). In addition, PRE measurements were performed in which a spin label was attached simultaneously to the two native cysteines C291 and C322 of tau. Our previous characterization of wt tau was based on six MTSL positions. 7 In Figure 1 , a comparison between the PRE broadening profiles of the amide protons of wt and E-mutant tau is shown for MTSL attached at positions 239 and 384, which are close to the sites of pseudophosphorylation. In agreement with our previous study, 7 the spin label at position 239 strongly attenuated the signals of 60 residues at the N-terminus with weaker broadening extending up to residue 140. In addition, weak paramagnetic broadening was observed for about 60 residues upstream and downstream of the site of the spin label ( Figure 1a ). Very similar PRE profiles were obtained when the diamagnetic state was obtained by addition of ascorbic acid instead of dithiothreitol (DTT) ( Figure S1 in the Supporting Information). For residues 150À441 of the E-mutant, a highly similar PRE profile was observed. However, at the N-terminus of the E-mutant, the PRE intensity ratios were higher than in wt tau by up to 34% for residues M31ÀD34. The reduced paramagnetic effect demonstrates that pseudophosphorylation in the regions flanking the repeat domain of tau attenuate their transient interaction with the N-terminal domain. MTSL attached at position 384 induced a broad PRE profile around the attachment site and weak paramagnetic enhancement at the N-terminus for both proteins.
In the E-mutant, the paramagnetic effect was reduced for residues 410À441 (Figure 1b) . The PRE profiles in Figure 1 provide information only about changes in transient long-range structure involving residues 239 and 384. To probe the effect of pseudophosphorylation on the ensemble of conformations in other regions of tau, nine additional PRE profiles were compared ( Figure S2) . The NMR data demonstrate that residue stretches harboring each of the nine sites are involved in long-range interactions in both wt and E-mutant tau. For all attachment sites, the paramagnetic effect was at least slightly reduced in distinct regions upon pseudophosphorylation. According to the PRE profile for MTSL at position 15, pseudophosphorylation in the regions flanking the repeat domain causes a weakening of the long-range contact between the N-and C-termini ( Figure S2) . A weakened contact between the two termini is in agreement with a lower fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) efficiency between residues 432 and 17 in the E-mutant relative to wt tau. 9 However, the FRET efficiencies between residues 310 and 17 and between residues 432 and 322 were larger in the E-mutant than in the wt protein, 9 in apparent contrast to the NMR PRE profiles. We attribute the differences to the use of two hydrophobic labels (tryptophan and dansyl group) in the FRET studies. A hint concerning the mechanism of the pseudophosphorylation-induced weakening of transient long-range interactions was provided by an analysis of the charge distribution of tau. While the central region of tau is predominantly positively charged, an excess of negative charge was found for the 120 N-terminal residues as well as at the C-terminus. Introduction of five glutamic acid residues in the region 199À214 changes the net charge in the proline-rich region P2 from +2 to À3 (Figure 1a) . The altered electrostatic properties result in a reduced Coulombic attraction between P2 and the positively charged N-terminal domain.
The overall dimensions of the ensemble of conformations populated by tau can be estimated using diffusion NMR spectroscopy. 12 We estimated ensemble-averaged hydrodynamic radii of 56.8 ( 0.2 Å for wt tau and 60.2 ( 0.3 Å for the E mutant, both in 90% H 2 O/10% D 2 O (Figure S3 ), supporting a less compact ensemble of conformers for the E-mutant. The value for wt tau is slightly larger than the hydrodynamic radius estimated previously in 100% D 2 O, 7 potentially as a result of different viscosities and stronger intramolecular hydrophobic interactions in D 2 O. 13 The raw PRE data do not constrain a single conformer but should be converted into ensembles of structures for which the PRE-derived distance restraints must be fulfilled by the complete ensemble.
14 Previously, we calculated an ensemble of 10 conformers of wt tau that was in agreement with 2288 distance restraints derived from six MTSL positions. 7 Here we calculated one ensemble for the wt protein and one for the E-mutant using 4646 and 4545 distance restraints, respectively. In addition, while in our previous study simulated annealing was used to drive the compaction of the ensemble under the influence of the PRE restraints, 7 here subensembles of 200 structures were selected from a statistical coil ensemble of 30 000 conformers using the program ASTEROIDS. 14À16 The flexibility of the MTSL side chain was taken into account by rotamer modeling as described previously ( Figure S4 ). In order to determine the optimal number of structures for the ensemble, complete PRE data sets for single MTSL positions were removed from the analysis, and these values were back-calculated from subensembles that were determined using the remaining 10 PRE data sets (Figures S5ÀS8). In addition, random samples of Gaussian noise were added to the input data to test the sensitivity of the ensembles to experimental uncertainties ( Figures S9 and 10) . To test the effect of local structural preferences on the properties of the ensemble, we performed two sets of test calculations: (i) local sampling for residues 395À425 with alternating 20% more α-helical and 20% more β-sheet interspersed with standard sampling and (ii) 25% helix content for residues 428À437 in agreement with NMR chemical shifts 7 ( Figures S11 and S12 ). The calculations showed that the mobility of the MTSL label, experimental uncertainties in the PREs, and local conformational preferences of the backbone do not affect the overall properties of the ensemble, although details in the ensembles might change. In addition, selection against the data resulted in slightly better reproduction than cross-validation. The contrary would be expected only if the system were overdetermined and the data that were left out were completely redundant. Thus, very large data sets are required for a full description of ensembles of disordered proteins. On the other hand, the cross-validation showed that the model, which used all of the data except that for one mutant, was still consistent with the data from this mutant. It also showed that subensembles of 200 structures describe the experimental data well and reproduce the back-calculated PREs with high quality (Figure 2 and Figure S13 ). Although each run of the program produces a different ensemble in terms of individual conformers, biophysical parameters such as long-range contacts and radii of gyration are constant.
The calculated ensembles support the interpretation of the raw data ( Figure 2 and Figure S14 ): In the E-mutant, the N-terminal domain has a decreased probability to be in proximity to the proline-rich region, and the compaction of the C-terminus is reduced. The overall dimensions of the ensemble of structures were slightly different, with hydrodynamic radius values of 58.9 and 60.0 Å for wt and E mutant tau, respectively (as predicted by HydroPRO 17 ), which is in qualitative agreement with the experimental values. The structure calculations demonstrated that the experimental PRE profiles obtained for different MTSL positions are consistent. Importantly, we looked at differences between two data sets and therefore two ensembles with exactly the same extent and distribution of data.
Next, we asked whether changes in the global structure are connected to changes in the local structure of tau. To answer this, we assigned and measured Figure S15 ) and previous work on short tau peptides. 19 Despite the fact that the PHF1 epitope near the C-terminus contains only two phosphorylation sites (396 and 404), 13 C α chemical shift changes were more pronounced and affected a larger set of residues than did glutamic acid mutations in the proline-rich regions, suggesting that the PHF1 epitope is more prone to conformational changes.
In summary, we have determined an ensemble of conformers of 441-residue tau on the basis of a large number of distance restraints derived from paramagnetic relaxation enhancement and compared it to an equally well defined ensemble for a mutant protein mimicking phosphorylation. Our data demonstrate that pseudophosphorylation at the AT8, AT100, and PHF1 epitopes reduces the electrostatic attraction between the N-terminal domain and the proline-rich region of tau and causes a weakening of the network of transient long-range interactions of 441-residue tau. Aggregation studies have previously suggested that the identical mutant protein aggregates faster than wt tau. 9 Together with studies on the Parkinson-related protein α-synuclein, in which long-range interactions between the C-terminal tail and the hydrophobic central part delay aggregation, 20, 21 our data indicate that networks of transient long-range interactions are common properties of intrinsically disordered proteins and important for aggregation. 
